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Abstract. In this paper we apply the fonnulas for the basic functions of
Transtrigonometry [3] for one of its adjacent domain of inferior ordcr (0 :5 k < I). We will
analyze the particularities of thflse basic functions characteristics in this domain which we
named Infratrigonometry.
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1. Introduction

In [3] we established the basic fonnulas for the relations between the principal
trigonometric functions, in a case of a mathematical chapter named Transtrigonometry
(IT). These fonnulas are the followJng:
•
Istkal k + Ictkalk = 1
(1.1)
(1.2)
tgtka = tgqa = tga
where stk a is "transtrigonometric sine" (of order k) of an angle a, ctka is
"transtrigonometric cosine" (of order k) of the angle a, tgtka=stkalctka is
"transtrigonometric tangent" (of order k) of an angle Ct, tgqa = sqa I cqa is "quadratic
tangent" of the angle a (see Quadratic Trigonometry - QT [1]) and tgu = sina I cosa is
the tangent of the angle a ofthe Classical Trigonometry (CT).
Fomlulas (1.1) and (1.2), above were established on the basic principles
analyzed in the papers [2] and [4].
In IT, the value k (named "the order of the trigonometric function [3]) is
within the domain 1< k < 2. The value k = 1 is characteristic to the QT, and k = 2 is
characteristic to the CT. Next, we will analyze tile domain 0 S k S 1 which will
generically named Infratrigonometry (IT), being adjacent to TT in the inferior value
zone ofk = 1 (QT).
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Starting from t'hese formulas, as in [3], we obtain the
values for sileu and cileu as functions oftga, and respectively ct
silea =:= ±[1 /(l + jctgal le)] l / l c '
and
cileu =±[l / (1 + Itgul le)]l/1c
The formulas (2.3) and (2.4) applied in IT are sinlilarl
formulas ofTT[3], mentioning tP-at:
forTT, 1<k<2; ,
, forlT, OSk< 1.
Recall that in QT case, k = 1, and in CT case, k = 2.
In Figure 1 we represent graphically "the sine curve" o
k = 0.4, and k = 0.8 (both in the IT domain) and, for compari
sina. Evidently, in this case, k = 2 (CT),
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In Figure J, we also. represented the graph of the sine curve for sika for k = 0
case. This ,sine curve in fact consists Of equal unit length line segrilents (for absolute
value), as we will show detailed in the following chapter. These vertical line segments
ate periodically situated at the angIe a intervals of fia = 1t.
"
We can see that the function si~ CUlVe has a more pronounced character of an
"Arabian archivolt" than these of the Stka function [3].
The base trigonometric figures represented in the Cartesian coordinates axis in
IT are the same "trigonometric rhombuses with curved sides" as in IT. The distinction
consists from the fact that in, IT. the sides of basis rhombuses are concave in the
, opppsite direqtion to the reference point 0 (the coordinate Ox - Oy axis center), while
inTI the corresponding sides are concave in the direction to the reference O.
Remembering that in QT, where k = l, the basis rhombus has the sides (equal sides and
equal angles between them) of the line segments form.
Similarly with what we had in [3J for IT, the basic trigonometric figure in IT
is represented by the function
.
Yk =±(l -lxl)11k
(2.5)

.

,

In our case (IT), evidently, k has values in the domain 0:5 k < 1.
In Figure 2 we represent the basic "rhombus" with curved sides for k = 0.4 and, for
comparison, rhombus (with straight sides) for k = 1 (Q1) and the trigOnome!riccircle for
k"" 2.(C1).
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Fig. 2
As we mentioned in [3], all basic figures (trigonometric rhombuses etc) are
inscribed in the basic trigonometric circle with radius R = I, characteristic for CT. In
this way, all these discussed trigonometries (CT, QT, IT, IT) maintained the
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On the other side, k = 1 case (QT) represents the "border
Thus, introducing k = 0 in formula (2.3) the following sit
3.1. When 0 < a < (n / 2), ctga has a finite value and h

onometric figure in IT

3.2. When a = 0, we have the second limit situation (be
by k = 0). Thus; having ctgO= 00, the second tenn ofth
becomes 00° which represents one of indetermination cases.
indetermination we apply the method to calculate the "sup
"inferior" limits [6] or of"right" limit (lim) and respectivel
a-O
"
are named in some professional papers [5J.
In our case, as much as for a-O+, and for a-O',
and we have, as in 3.1 above, superior limit sic,a =,0 and
= O. We know, that in this situation, we have also siga = 0
the basic relation (2.1) will give us cioa= 1. '
3.3.
When a = n /2 we have again a limit situation. Th
for cioa function, thus we will use the basic formula (2.4)
using formula (2.1), sio(n / 2) = 1.
Conform 3.1, 3.2 and3.3 from above; in Figure 1
also. Its graph consists from a succession of horizon
abscissa), and the vertical line with the absolute value Il
starting from
,,
a = n / 2. For cika, as in CT, the graph is similllI with that
Regarding the basic trigonometric figure of th
formula (2.5) we mention that when k = 0, for any value
and we have
y = O. In other words, for any value Ixl > 0, the basic ge
line which overlapped on the abscissas axis. For Ixl = 0 si
Ixl = 0°, the value of y is indeterminate. Trying to elimin
not bring us to any result and thus, for Ixl = 0, y can hav
Ixl = 0 determine a second line of the basic trigonom
overlapped on the ordinates axis.
The same reasoning can be made interchanging
considering the symmetry of formula (2.1).
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We musf menti9,n that the basic trigonometricaJ figure defined above, which is
inscribed in the 'circle With R ~1 (ofCT) is extended as follows:'
"
, on the abscissa axis -lsxS+l;
'.
,
on the ordinates
-1 S Y S + 1.
,
In this way we can see that the form is'a cross with all four arms equal aild each having
the unit value (one). In fact, the cross is the essentialized shape ofa rhombus.
.'; ,,;Regarding'PigUre 2, it is about the line segments OA; OC on tht? abscissa, and
re!>peetively OB'; DO on the ordinate.
'
.
According to the definition given in the dictionary a geometric figure is that
one in which the curves and surfaces have simple geometriC properties. Under" $is
aspect, the cross is not a proper geometrical figure, but represerits the verywell moWn
symbol ofthe Christian Religion.

, . 4~i .Conclusions'
The InfratrigonometJy (IT) represents a chapter of the Trigonometry on which
there are"studied the basic relations established in Transtrigonometry (IT) [3], for
values of the order k in an adjacent zone to the characteristic zone of IT (I < k < 2)
namely for vaIues of k in the domain 0 S k < L
,
In this way the Quadratic Trigonometry (QT), characterized by k =1,
.
TePtesen1Sthe border between IT and TT.
, '. .. ;'The' graphS representing the functions sikQ and cikQ have forms which are
successiohS of i'Arabian archivolts" as in TT case. In IT the tespective archivolts,are
sharper than in TT case. The sharp character is much stronger if the value of k is
", .
smaller.
, At the limit, for k ,;: 0, the archivolt is transforming in a succession of
horizontal and vertical line segments. Thus for siou in OS u < m2 interval we
have siou = o. Also, for 7C!2 < u< 7t etc. For u having values rcl2, 3.m2 etc, sikll
have successively +1; -1 values etc (see Figure 1).
'
The basic trigonometric figure in IT, for 0 < k < 1 is also a rhombus with
curved sides as in IT (see Figure 2). The distinction between these two situations (IT
and TT) is'that in IT the concavity ofthe curved sides is oriented in an opposite sense
to the reference point a (the origin of the coordinate aXis), while in IT the respective
concavity is oriented to the reference O. For the special case, when k = 0, the basic
trigonometric figure becomes the cross OA - OC - OB - 00 represented in Figure 2.
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